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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to explore the power of external data in the
image denoising task, that is, to show that with taking advantage of
an immense amount of information provided by external datasets,
external denoising method should be more promising than internal
denoising method which only extracts information from the input
noisy image itself. In this paper, we present a simple external de-
noising method which combines Non Local Means (NLM) [Buades
et al. 2005] with a randomized patch matching algorithm [Barnes
et al. 2009] to denoise the input image (with an large enough exter-
nal dataset) efficiently. Experimental results on a large set of images
demonstrate that this external denoising method can outperform
the according internal NLM and be competitive with the method
[Mosseri et al. 2013] which properly combine the denoising results
of both internal and external NLM. However, one drawback of the
external denoising method is that compared with internal method,
it is more vulnerable to noise overfitting problem. At the end of the
paper, we also discuss a possible extension — applying adaptive
patch size during denoising to reduce the overfitting problem and
to make the external denoising method even more powerful.

Keywords: external image denoising, Non Local Means, Patch-
Match, internal image denoising

1 Introduction

Image denoising, the process of recovering a clean natural image
from a noise corrupted one, is a long-standing and ill-posed prob-
lem.

I = X + n (1)

Where I represents the observed image, X is the ground truth clean
image and n is the noise. In most cases, we consider n are i.i.d.
gaussian values with zero mean and known variance, which is
called additive white Gaussian noise (AWG).

Image denoising algorithms have made considerable progress in the
last few decades. And those algorithms can be broadly divided into
two classes: Internal Denoising and External Denoising.

Internal Denoising means image patches are denoised only using
the patches from the noisy image itself. NLM (non local means)
[Buades et al. 2005], a simple non parametric method, denoises
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image patches by weighted averaging pixels from the same image.
BM3D [Dabov et al. 2007] is the extension of NLM, but uses a
more effective noise reduction strategy. It groups similar-looking
patches from the input image into 3D data arrays and applies col-
laborative filtering.

External Denoising means image patch are denoised using external
clean natural image patches. Those clean patches can be coming
from an external database of clean images. For instance, EPLL
[Zoran and Weiss 2011] denoises image patches efficiently using
a patch based Gaussian mixture prior learned from a database of
clean image patches. And in [Burger et al. 2012], they map noisy
image patches to clean image patches. The mapping is learned with
a plain multi layer perceptron (MLP) using large image databases.

There are also methods that are hard to be classified clearly. For ex-
ample, KSVD [Elad and Aharon 2006] is based on sparse and re-
dundant representations over trained dictionaries which is obtained
by using K-SVD algorithm [Aharon et al. 2006]. As for the train-
ing data, it can be both from the corrupted image itself or from a
external image database.

Recently, there appears work aiming to combine advantages of in-
ternal and external denoising according to some metrics to fur-
ther improve the performance. [Mosseri et al. 2013] blends de-
noised patches from internal and external denoising methods to-
gether to form a single result based on patch-wise signal-to-noise-
ratio value which they call PatchSNR. Patches with high PatchSNR
(textured patches) benefit from external data, whereas patches with
low PatchSNR (smooth patches) benefit more from internal data.
And [Burger et al. 2013] proposes a learning based approach us-
ing a neural network, that automatically combines denoising re-
sults from an internal and an external method. Since larger patch
size is applied in this work, they reach a different conclusion with
[Mosseri et al. 2013]’s, where they claim external denoising is usu-
ally better on irregular and smooth regions while internal denoising
prefers regular and repeating structures.

Internal and external denoising have their own advantages and dis-
advantages. The former only extracts information from noisy image
itself, which is relatively efficient but can not guarantee a rich repre-
sentation, moreover the data is corrupted. While the latter contains
redundant clean data and rich representation but has higher risk in
overfitting the noise, especially for the smooth patches and it is also
observed by [Mosseri et al. 2013]. There has been no final con-
clusion on which one is more superior than the other. Although the
authors in the work [Zontak and Irani 2011] claim internal image-
specic statistics is better than general external statistics, they use
example images with regular and repeating structures which suits
the internal method better. Regarding to this issue, our observa-
tion is that the disadvantages of external denoising are able to be
improved to some degree. For example, many algorithms, such as
KD-Tree [Bentley 1975] and coarse-to-fine method can be applied
to accelerate the searching in large external databases. Furthermore,
parametric techniques usually spend most time on training proce-
dure (learning image or patch based priors using large datasets) and
denoising phase is relatively efficient. And the overfitting problem
can also be reduced by some ways, for instance, applying adaptive
patch size [Levin et al. 2012]. However, the lack of representation
and corruption for internal data is unavoidable. So we claim that
with good use of redundant data from external datasets, external



Figure 1: Overview of our denoising method. For each patch in the noisy image (eg. the red square), we search approximate nearest
neighbors from the external dataset containing clean images through PatchMatch algorithm. And those ANNs will be weighted averaged into
a denoised patch. Those generated denoised patches will form the final result.

data can be more powerful than internal data in denoising task.

To support this view, in this paper, we present a non-parametric ex-
ternal denoising method. We combine an external NLM (instead
of searching nearest neighbors of noisy patches from corrupted im-
age itself, we search from a large enough external database) with
PatchMatch [Barnes et al. 2009] algorithm, which finds approxi-
mate nearest neighbors (ANNs) of noisy image patches. Compared
with exact nearest neighbors results, results consisting of ANNs
patches are smoother and survive less noise overfitting. More im-
portant, this randomized patch matching algorithm largely acceler-
ate the denoising procedure.

We evaluate our method on a broad range of images and find that
our results are obviously better than the internal NLM implemented
by [Buades et al. 2005] and also competitive with the results
combining the best of internal and external NLM implemented by
[Mosseri et al. 2013]. However, our external denoising method still
suffer from noise overfitting, especially for the smooth patches. We
also explore one of possible way — using adaptive patch size to im-
prove overfitting problem by making the so-called preference image
experiment to show the promise of this extension.

2 Overview

An overview diagram of our approach is shown in Figure 1. Under
the NLM framework, for each 7x7 patch in the noisy image, we ap-
ply PatchMatch method to search enough number of approximate
nearest neighbors from the external dataset. Then we weighted av-
erage those ANNs into a denoised patch. And generated denoised
patches will form the final denoised image. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Sec. 3 analyzes the denoising algorithm by
explaining the two main parts NLM and PatchMatch method and
also some implementation tricks. Sec. 4 evaluates the denoised re-
sults generated by our method and prove our external denoising
method can be superior compared with internal NLM and other
state-of-the-art methods. Sec. 5 propose one possible extension
to reduce the noise overfitting problem, especially for the smooth

patches and demonstrates it by a preference image experiment. Fi-
nally we conclude and discuss other possible future research direc-
tions in Sec. 6.

3 Denoising algorithm

3.1 External non local means algorithm

In the original work of [Buades et al. 2005] or say internal NLM,
they explore the self-similarities of the natural images. Each pixel
in denoised image is obtained as a weighted average of pixels cen-
tered at regions in the noisy image which are similar to the region
centered at the estimated pixel in the same noisy image.

Instead of pixelwise estimating the denoised image using only
noisy image itself, in our external NLM method, we estimate each
denoised patch by weighted averaging patches from the external
database containing large number of natural images, which are sim-
ilar with the estimated patch from noisy image. Concretely, we
consider Pnoise[i] is a patch centered on i-th pixel in the input
noisy image. And Pexternal[i, j] represents j-th approximate near-
est neighbor patch (from the external dataset) of Pnoise[i]. While
Pdenoise[i] is according denoised patch of Pnoise[i]. We have the
equations as following:

Pdenoise[i] =

n∑
j=1

W [i, j]Pexternal[i, j], (2)

W [i, j] =
1

N [i]
e
−Kb(Pnoise[i]−Pexternal[i,j])

h2 , (3)

where Kb is the Gaussian kernel with bandwidth b, parameter h is



the degree of filtering. And N[i] is the normalizing constant.

N [i] =

n∑
k=1

e
−Kb(Pnoise[i]−Pexternal[i,k])

h2 (4)

W[i, j] depends on the similarity between the patch Pnoise[i] and
the patch Pexternal[i, j]. Besides it satisfies 0 ≤ W[i, j] ≤ 1 and

also
n∑

j=1

W[i, j] = 1. And the similarity is described as a decreasing

function of the Gaussian weighted Euclidean distance between two
patches. That is to say, the larger the distance between two patches,
the smaller the weight, and vice versa. One can reference Figure.2
for an example.

Figure 2: Similar patch neighborhoods give a large weight W(i, j),
while much different neighborhoods give a small weight W(i, k).

This method recovers the noisy image patchwisely, for those nearby
patches that have overlap regions, we average the values within
those overlap regions (maintaining the consistency of the recov-
ered image) to compute a single value for each pixel. And since the
external database is not unlimited, for a noisy patch if there is no
qualified nearest neighbor patch (the distance between two patches
that is beyond a noise variance based threshold), we just use the
noisy patch directly as a denoised patch in the result image.

3.2 A randomized patch matching algorithm

For our denoising algorithm, finding nearest neighbors (NNs) or ap-
proximate nearest neighbors (ANNs) of a noisy patch from a large
external dataset in a fast speed is extremely important. If we ex-
haustively search NNs for each patch in the noisy image, it may
take days or even weeks to process one single image. It is obvi-
ously unpractical.

In [Zontak and Irani 2011] and [Mosseri et al. 2013], they im-
plement an external denoising algorithm using KD-Tree to search
ANNs from external random patch databases. While for a large
dataset, even applying KD-Tree method is not efficient enough to
limit the running time into a reasonable range. In this paper, we use
a randomized patch matching method which is called PatchMatch
to find ANNs efficiently from external datasets. This method is
proposed by [Barnes et al. 2009], and it’s ability in finding quali-
fied ANNs in fast speed enabling its application in real-time editing,
such as image reshuffling, image completion and image retargeting.
Since PatchMatch makes use of natural coherence in the imagery

to propagate matches to surrounding areas, we collect our external
dataset as group of natural images instead of random patches.

Figure 3: Phases of the randomized nearest neighbor algorithm:
(a) patches initially have random assignments; (b) the blue patch
checks above/green and left/red neighbors to see if they will im-
prove the blue mapping, propagating good matches; (c) the patch
searches randomly for improvements in concentric neighborhoods.

In this algorithm that computes patch correspondences, they define
a nearest-neighbor field (NNF) as coordinates offsets. That offset
means, for example, given patch coordinate (xa, ya) in image A
and its corresponding nearest neighbor coordinate (xb, yb) in image
B, the offset f (x, y) is (xb-xa, yb-ya). To compute a good qualified
approximate NNF, The algorithm has three main components: Ini-
tialization, Propagation and Random search. The latter two form an
iteration process. Figure. 3 is originally from [Barnes et al. 2009],
it illustrates those three steps as an example. And below, we will
discuss those steps in detail.

Initialization The nearest-neighbor field can be initialized by using
some prior information or just by assigning random values. In this
task, we initialize NNF by sample values across the full range of
image B randomly.

Propagation This is an iterative update process. We propagate by
examining offsets in scan order (from left to right, up to down).To
improve f (x, y), we compute the patch distance of f (x, y), f (x-1, y)
and f (x, y-1). And use the best one to improve f (x, y). For instance,
f (x-1, y) is the best, that means the patch at (x-1, y) that is one pixel
left at the estimated patch (x, y) has a relatively better mapping.
Then we use the patch that is one pixel right at the mapping of
patch (x-1, y) as the new mapping of the estimated patch (x, y).
Moreover, on even iterations we propagate by examining offsets in
reverse scan order, using f (x+1, y) and f (x, y+1) as our candidate
offsets.

Random search This is also an iterative process together with the
last step. In this part, we randomly search the the neighborhood
of the best offset found so far to further improve the offset f (x,
y). According to [Barnes et al. 2009], we name the sequence of
candidate offsets to be tested as fi(x, y). And we have:

fi(x, y) = f(x, y) +Riα
iw, (5)

where w is a large maximum search radius, Ri is random in [-1,
1]×[-1, 1] and α is a fixed ratio range from (0, 1). We examine
patches for i = 0,1,2...until the current search radius αiw is below
1 pixel. In this task we set α = 0.5 and set w the maximum image
dimension.



For more specific analysis about PatchMatch, one can refer [Barnes
et al. 2009]. In this work, we try to find ANNs by processing exter-
nal images one by one and sort those candidate ANNs then pick the
number we need. We also try to stick external images together to
form a large one and search enough number of ANNs directly. And
we find that the latter produce better result, so we apply this trick in
our denoising method.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate our denoising method and prove the power of using
external data, we first compare our method with the traditional (in-
ternal) NLM [Buades et al. 2005] (we call it Internal NLM) and
then with the results of properly combining the internal and external
NLM implemented by [Mosseri et al. 2013] (we call it Combining
NLM) and their external method apply KD-Tree to search ANNs
from a external database.

Regarding the implementation issues, for all methods (Internal
NLM, Combining NLM and our method) the patch size is 7×7.
And external database, both our method and external part of Com-
bining NLM use 200 training images of Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset (BSDS300) [Martin et al. 2001] which means it contains
around 30 millions of random 7×7 patches.

We evaluate those method using 100 testing images from BSDS300
and add white Gaussian noise with the variance equaling to 35. Our
method takes about 40 minutes to run one single image on my lap-
top, while the Combining NLM takes over night and the brute force
implementation of external NLM will take several days. Figure. 4
shows part of results generated by Internal NLM, Combining NLM
and our method and their PSNR values. As we can see, compared
with internal denoising method, external method is better at main-
taining the details of the images because of their rich representation
of patches, but suffer more with noise overfitting problem, espe-
cially for smooth areas, such as Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.20.

We also compute average PSNR values of these 100 testing im-
ages for Internal NLM, combining NLM and our method. Table.
1 shows the results, we can see that our method outperforms In-
ternal NLM and is competitive with Combining NLM which has
been claimed combining the advantages of internal and external de-
noising method. Though most testing images contain large smooth
areas, external method can still generate better (visually and quan-
titatively) results which proves the power of applying external data
in denoising task.

Table 1: Average PSNR values: Denoising by appling a small
gaussian blur (1stcol); Internal NLM (2edcol ); Combining NLM
(3rdcol); Our results(4thcol).

Gaussian blur Internal NLM Combining NLM Ours
24.4293 26.0281 26.6376 26.6208

5 Adaptive patch size

From Figure. 4 we can notice that noise overfitting in external de-
noising method is more severe than in internal method, especially
for the images with large smooth areas. And this is the main dis-
advantage of external method. If noise overfitting problem can be
alleviated to some degree, the using of the external data will become
more powerful.

Since the patch size we currently apply is very small, according
to [Levin et al. 2012]’ s work, it is possible to alleviate overfit-
ting problem and improve the PSNR value of the final results by

increasing the patch size and smooth patch will benefit more (alle-
viating overfitting problem and improving PSNR value more) from
this increasing. Nevertheless, larger patch size means a more com-
plicated representation, that is, a much richer representation dataset
is needed if we want to guarantee enough number of qualified NNs
or ANNs for noisy patches. So only external method with large
enough datasets has this qualification (the representation in internal
method is always limited because the ’dataset’ is the noisy itself).

However, the increase in patch size requires a much larger increase
of database to guarantee enough good NNs and infinite database is
impractical. Intuitively, the database will run out of detailed patches
(textured patches) first, then smoother patches. And smooth patches
have higher risk to suffer from noise overfitting problem and benefit
more from patch size increasing, like we just said. To balance the
patch size and external data size limitation problem, it is a good
choice to apply an adaptive method, that is, using larger patch size
for smoother patch and smaller patch size for detailed patch, which
is also mentioned in [Levin et al. 2012]. By doing so, for detailed
patches (have lighter overfitting problem), the smaller patch size
make them easier to find enough good representations in a limited
dataset. And for smooth patches (suffer more from overfitting),
the larger patch size will bring more improvement and do not need
a significant dataset expansion because of their simple structures.
Adaptive method makes it possible to have most significant PSNR
gain while keeping the external datasets a reasonable size.

To demonstrate the good prospects of this extension, we do a simple
experiment as the Figure. 5 shows. We pick some images and de-
noise them with exactly the same external dataset again by applying
a larger patch size (15×15). Then we compare large patch version
and small patch version with the ground truth image pixelwisely
and draw the preference image (blue pixel means the pixel value of
large patch version is closer to ground truth, and red pixel means
the pixel value of small patch version is closer to ground truth) as
the fourth column in Figure. 5 shows. From the preference image,
we notice that large patch version works better in smooth areas and
small patch version generate better results in textured regions. Fi-
nally we simply combine the results generated by two patch sizes
based on the pixelwise preference image, that is, keeping the pixel
value which is closer to the ground truth. Fifth column shows the
combining results, the noise overfitting problem is largely allevi-
ated.

The goal of this experiment is to show the promise of applying
adaptive patch size approach. To make it a concrete work, more
things need to be done in the future. For instance, what is the
mathematical relationship between structural complexity of a patch
(measured by gradient value or other descriptors) and it’s optimal
size. We believe this extension is able to significantly improve the
quality of denoised results and make the external method even more
powerful.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a external denoising algorithm combining
external NLM and PatchMatch searching algorithm. Even though
this approach is quite simple, it outperforms Internal NLM easily
and is competitive with the method combining Internal and exter-
nal NLM properly. Those experiments demonstrate that applying
external data in denoising task is more promising and powerful than
internal data, though the patch noise overfitting problem is more se-
vere for external approach. To alleviate this problem, we propose
an extension — applying adaptive patch size. And we prove the
good prospects of this direction and discuss some possible future
work.

The goal of this paper is to prove the power of using external data



(4.1) (4.2) (4.3) PSNR: 23.8660 (4.4) PSNR: 24.6783 (4.5) PSNR: 27.4453

(4.6) (4.7) (4.8) PSNR: 25.4447 (4.9) PSNR: 26.2921 (4.10) PSNR: 27.7214

(4.11) (4.12) (4.13) PSNR: 29.6393 (4.14) PSNR: 30.2183 (4.15) PSNR: 27.4442

(4.16) (4.17) (4.18) PSNR: 26.3102 (4.19) PSNR: 27.2005 (4.20) PSNR:26.5912

(4.21) (4.22) (4.23) PSNR: 26.0701 (4.24) PSNR: 26.9362 (4.25) PSNR: 27.0549

(4.26) (4.27) (4.28) PSNR: 26.9766 (4.29) PSNR: 27.7412 (4.30) PSNR: 26.5559

Figure 4: Examples of denoising results. 1st column: Input noisy images; 2ed column: Ground truth images
3rd column: [Buades et al. 2005] results (Internal NLM); 4th column: [Mosseri et al. 2013] results (Combining NLM); 5th column:

Our results.



(5.1) (5.2) (5.3) (5.4) (5.5)

(5.6) (5.7) (5.8) (5.9) (5.10)

(5.11) (5.12) (5.13) (5.14) (5.15)

Figure 5: Columns of results: Noisy images; Small patch version; Large patch version; Preference images; Combining images.

in denoising task. We apply a non-parametric approach and have to
traverse the whole database every time when processing the noisy
image. With largely increasing of the database size, the limita-
tion of the memory and the running speed make this algorithm not
practical enough anymore, which limits the power of richly exter-
nal data. Under this situation, parametric approaches can probably
complementary, though finding optimal image or patch based prior
is still an open problem [Levin and Nadler 2011]. We believe that
utilizing the power of large external data and accurate image priors
have strong potential to further improve the denoising results and
also other low-level vision tasks, and it needs more work to be done
in the future.
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